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ABSTRACT

This research work focuses on developing a new requirement engineering

model (RSPL) based on a Model Driven Architecture and Web-tier application

framework, to support automatic and interactive requirements generation and

specification when creating families of systems. In realizing the model, two

goals were targeted namely (i) to construct a requirement engineering model

that support automatic transformation of domain features into actor-specific

requirements; and (ii) to design and implement an interactive web based

requirement engineering tool that demonstrates the requirements generation

and specification process for a product line. The result obtained is twofold: (i)

a model driven architecture for rapid requirements generation and

specification for a product line that reduces costs and development time; (ii)

tool implementation based on a web tier application framework that supports

different client and actor types. In conclusion, the study is a contribution to a

recently advocated idea that requirements generation and specification for

product line development could be model-driven. The result shows that the

idea is promising with respect to requirement reuse and improving

communication barriers among members of a system development team.



CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Requirements Engineering (RE) is a set of activities that help develop the

understanding of a system's domain, constraints, characteristics and

systems functionalities as per stakeholders view, as well as the

documentation of the systems spedfication for all stakeholders involved in

systems development [7]. The deliverable from RE is a Software

Requirements Specification document (RSD) that fully describes the

external behavior of the application, its nonfunctional requirements,

design constraints and other factors necessary to provide a complete and

comprehensive description of the requirements for the software.

In the past, requirements engineers elicited and specified requirements

using manual methods, which proved to be too slow and error prone to

maintain a competitive position in the global economy. Therefore, the

need for faster, better and less expensive methods of developing complex

applications to meet market demands and still maintain a competitive

status quo became desirable. The notion of automatic requirements tools

was belieVed to be the solution to most challenges imposed by traditional

methods of RE. Automatic tools implied that requirements are stored in a



requirements repository as individual objects instead of a paper document

for easier maintenance and reusability purposes [12J. Although this was a

breakthrough in the RE field, the challenge had just begun. Most tools

were made for a single product development, making the task difficult

when a family of systems had to be considered.

A family of systems is a set of applications with very similar requirements

and few key differences that can be configured to provide reusable assets

[24, 25, 26J. Developing software for a family of systems is not an easy

task as in a single product development. It requires that the family domain

be critically analyzed to identify and define common and variable features

that can be used to create individual product instances.

The common features if exploited could achieve substantial cost savings

(improvements in productivity; time to market; product quality and

customer satisfaction) through reuse. This means that each time a new

product is introduced to the domain the same asset repository can be

reused leading to direct savings.

1.2 The need for new Requirement Engineering models

Tools and methods that assist with the production of better requirements

have been reported in the literature [15, 16, 20, 32, 34, 35, 41J. Although

they have been adopted in industry arena, poor requirements that do not

meet stakeholders standards are still being produced, especially in the

case of product line development. Poor requirements could be a result of:
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I. tools inability to perform full RE tasks that meet stakeholder

expectations;

ii. requirements engineers' inability to properly use the tool to

its most potential due to the tool's lack of an interactive

interface and its availability (web-based as opposed to

traditional stand alone application) and

iii. lack of necessary features such as automatic requirement

metadata generation and support for different client types

0JVAP and i-Mode clients).

Recently, Software Engineers have started to rethink RE models that are

used to develop automatic tools. This work is a contribution to the idea

that the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) and the web-tier application

framework 0JVAF) could serve as a pattem for addressing RE problems.

We are of the view that using MDA during the early stage of the software

development life cycle, could positively impact and improve the

requirements generation process.

1.2.1 Model Driven Architecture (MDA)

MDA is a framework that promises many benefits such as reusability,

automatic code generation, portability, and many more. MDA is generally

used from system design to implementation whereby a platform

independent model is automatically transformed into a platform specific

3



model through mapping principles. In other words, MOA converts a

business model into a specific technology context (code) [3, 9J.

Although MOA has worked very well during system development, it has

not been specifically applied in the requirements engineering phase of

system development. MOA features during the design and implementation

phase of SOLC as it is concemed with transforming the design model

(design phase) into a platform specific technology, Le. code

(implementation phase). The outcome is vast cost savings due to rapid

system development and less errors due to lack of human intervention.

This work is an attempt to extend the MOA benefits to the requirements

phase. To realize even greater benefits, MOA will be supported with an

interactive environment that supports mUltiple client types. The next sub

section presents a discussion on a web tier application for a RE model.

1.2.2 Web tier Application Framework (WAF)

Most RE tools are still stand-alone applications that are location and time

dependent still have difficulty in supporting e-business application

requirements and still have no support for various client types. A web tier

application framework based on a Model-View Controller (MVC) pattem is

one step forward in solving these problems. WAF provides interactive

applications and provides a host of design benefits such as separating

design concems (data persistence and behavior, presentation, and

control), decreasing code duplication, centralizing control, and making the



application more easily modifiable [13J. This work aims to use WAF as a

supplementary framework to MDA in RE implementation.

1.3 Problem Statement

Advances in requirements engineering models and tools has still not

produced high quality requirements that meet stakeholders' needs [41J.

Most RE tools for a family of products do not produce requirement

specification, but lay much emphasis on the elicitation, scoping and

analysis phases.

Requirement Specification is an important component of the RE

deliverable that helps to capture different views of various stakeholders.

Each stakeholder has different views of the same system and wants their

views to be considered. Conflicting views and goals require that

stakeholders negotiate and arrive at realistic requirements that satisfy all

parties. Negotiation becomes difficult if RE tools:

i. are stand alone application that are not interactive and

difficult to access at any time and at any location and

ii. use a requirement specification languages (RSL) that

stakeholders have to leam.

Web-based tools distributed and multi-user capability offer considerable

potential to requirements engineers and developers. Important

stakeholders who are often difficult to involve in the requirements process



can now contribute their goals, expectations, negotiation limits and

preferences to the wider RE process [39] as time and location is no longer

a barrier. This ensures that stakeholders specifications and expectations

are properly integrated during system development, thereby producing

'better' requirements.

The Model Driven Architecture and a Web Tier Application framework

have been identified as the architectural basis of this work. Using both

MDA and WAF as starting points, the research questions to be answered

are:

i. Can MDA's success in code generation be replicated in

Requirements Engineering tasks (elicitation, verification and

specification of requirements) for a family of systems?

ii. Can we, therefore, provide a reusable implementation of the

model for different client types?

1.4 Justification

Much research in RE for a family of systems has focused on its initial

stage - requirements elicitation and scoping, Whereby the domain is

defined to identify areas of potential reuse. Application development

depends not only on elicitation and scoping of requirements. but greatly

on requirements specification which describe what stakeholders want.
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To produce better requirements while at the same time experiencing

significant cost savings in terms of overhead costs and time, tools and RE

models need to support the full RE phase, support requirements

reusability and web-based. This research proposes to adopt the Model

Driven Architecture as a pattem in addressing the mentioned aspects.

The reason for adopting MDA in this work is because MDA:

i. Supports reuse when creating families of systems

ii. Encourages efficient use of system models in the software

development process;

iii. Tends to address enterprise architectures supported by

automated tools and services and

iv. Provides a conceptual framework for using models and

applying transformations between them as part of a

controlled, efficient software development process.

This work envisions an interactive requirements generation and

specification model for a family of systems from which specific product

line requirements can be automatically constructed from pre-existing

domain knowledge. To ensure that requirements are automatically

generated and specified, an MDA approach has been suggested. A web

tier application framework is adopted to ensure a web-based tool that is

robust, scalable and easier to maintain.



1.5 Goal and Objectives

The goal of this research is to develop a requirements generation and

specification model for a product line (RSPL) from pre-existing generic

domain knowledge that has been analyzed, processed and structured.

The goal is decomposed into two specific research objectives:

I. To formulate a requirement engineering model for a family of

systems that supports automatic transformation of domain

features into actor-specific requirements and

ii. To develop an interactive web based requirement

engineering tool that implements the model.

1.6 Research Methodology

In order to achieve each mentioned objective, the research uses the

Model Driven Architecture approach and Web tier architecture to

formulate the model for a family of systems that supports automatic

transformation of domain features into actor-specific requirements. In

addition, the study adopts a survey research design in which simple

random sampling is employed. A questionnaire is used to collect empirical

data from Small and Medium Enterprises (SME). This data is used to

establish SME requirements for developing an interactive web based

requirements engineering tool that implements the model.



1.7 Scope and limitation

This work envisions an interactive requirements generation and

specification model for a family of systems from which specific product

line requirements can be automatically constructed from pre-existing

domain knowledge. The tool does not have a validation capability

essential for checking requirements completeness and consistency and

nor was it designed with specific security, scalability and performance

quality of service in mind. For it to be used in a production environment,

design criteria for the Quality of Services issues must be evaluated first.

The model does not also provide validation capabilities. These aspects of

the research are deferred to the future.

1.8 Overview of the rest of the dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter two

provides a discussion of work done in RE, supporting tools and

background information on the development and influential factors of the

RSPL model. These factors include the Product Line Software

Engineering, the Model Driven Architecture, and the Requirement

Specification Languages.

Chapter three presents a detailed description of the model-driven RSPL

architecture as well as the components that lead to the RSPL

development. Then, a web tier application framework is discussed in

relation with RSPL. Chapter four provides a typical illustration of how the

9



presented model could become the heart of an interactive, web based

tool. Chapter five demonstrates an implementation of the RSPl tool using

a case study and further presents the result obtained. Chapter six

concludes the dissertation. limitations of the study and recommendation

thereof are also presented. Finally, directions for future work are

suggested.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 BACKGROUND CONCEPTS AND LITERATURE

REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

In chapter one, RSPL was presented as a tool for responding to some of

the challenges of requirements engineering. In this chapter, the

foundational principles behind RSPL are discussed. These principles

included but are not limited to Product Line Software Engineering (PLSE)

and the Model Driven Architecture (MDA). The objective of the chapter is,

therefore, to show that RSPL builds on a number of emerging software

engineering issues.

2.2 Requirements Engineering Concepts

Requirements Engineering (RE) is the branch of systems engineering

concemed with the needs and wishes of software-intensive systems, the

goals to be achieved in the software's environment, and assumptions

about the environment [46, 47J. While needs represent application

constraints which can be supported by tools, wishes describe application

solutions and are difficult to achieve as they are always changing due to

changing business environment.

11



2.2.1 Users' Wishes

Wishes are desired properties that users would like the application to

have. Wishes are complex because they are environment dependent. To

understand them, requirements engineers iteratively set short targets that

they can achieve within few days for each wish. Once completed, they

meet with the user to deliver some quanta of business value. Thomas and

Hunt [47] observed that the short targets or the concept of iterative

development provided a way of controlling costs; mitigating risks;

capturing and verifying requirements a=rding to the user's wishes.

Iterative development led to agile methodologies such as extreme

programming, SCRUM and Crystal methods among others. Agile

methodologies attempt to minimize risk by developing software in short

"timeboxes", called iterations, which typically last one to four weeks.

Iteration includes all the tasks (planning, requirements analysis, design,

coding, testing, and documentation) necessary to release a sub project

[51].

Prior to agile methods, engineering methods tried to plan out a large part

of the software process in great detail for a long span of lime. This only

worked well when there are no requirements change as result of business

changes. Traditional engineering methods have a nature of resisting

change and as a result deliver a product that does not satisfy user

requirements [50]. Agile methods are adaptive rather than predictive

12



meaning that they welcome change and emphasize real-time

communication, preferably face-to-face to enable easier incorporation of

all users' who have to contribute their needs to the wider RE process.

2.2.2 Stakeholder Needs

On the other hand, stakeholder needs are supported by tools that facilitate

the requirements engineering process. Software tools that support

software engineering tasks are typically available as stand-alone

applications and their advantages have been practically observed by

industries and Software Development Team (40]. Software tools increase

productivity, decrease overhead costs and due to limited human

intervention, ensure that qualitative prodUcts are developed.

Most RE tools are elicitation, communication, modeling, verification or

management oriented tools or a combination of one or two of these

features and have been designed or developed for a single product

instance development and not for a given domain or a family of systems.

The term domain is used to denote a set of systems or functional areas,

within systems, that exhibit similar functionality [21]. Domain engineering

is the foundation for emerging "product line software engineering"

approaches that affect the maintainability, understandability, usability, and

reusability characteristics of a system or family of similar systems.

13



2.3 Product Line Software Engineering

The body of knowledge known as automatic requirements engineering

has received considerable attention from researchers as can be seen in

literature [10.15, 16.24,25.33,34,35,38,41]. This aspect of software

engineering developed from the concept of family of systems was first

suggested by Pamas in 1976 [35]. Pamas was of the opinion that

substantial savings could be achieved by reusing the common features in

programs that are developed as a family. The widespread attention given

by the research community resulted in Product Line Software Engineering

(PLSE).

PLSE is an emerging software development alternative to developing

every software system from scratch. However, PLSE will only be adopted

if it makes business sense, that is. helps shareholders maximize their

profit. Whether this investment results in greater profit depends on the

particular strategy adopted.

To this end, a number of methodologies have been proposed to address

this challenge. These methodologies require that a domain model be

constructed to document all domain artifacts. The model results from

domain analysis whose goal is to scope the domain with an aim of

identifying similarities and variations. Once the domain model is

constructed, it is documented in the Domain Reuse Library as a reusable

artifact for application development.

14



Typically as shown in figure 1, a domain reuse library is built for creating

reusable requirements specification from raw domain requirements and

secondly cataloging the specification as reusable artifacts in the library. It

is a repository for storing reusable assets and allowing users to search for

assets in the repository [49].

emenrs _
Domain

Modeling Reusable Specification

,..-
'-- ---Domain

Reuse
library

"-

Target System
Requiremen[S

• I
Target SYStLTI1 Target System

Generation

Domain
ReqUlI

Cnsatisfied Requiremen[S, Errors, ;\daptation

Figure 1· Domain modeling for a family of systems {16]

The following sub section describes a number of proposed Product Line

Software Engineering methodologies for requirements engineering.
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2.3.1 Product Line Software Engineering Methodologies

2.3.1.1 Kernel and View approach

The Kemel and View approach was introduced by Gomaa [15] who was

of the view that a domain model should constitute the core of PLSE as it

represents the entire family requirements. According to Gomaa, the

domain model is formulated from one of the either two approaches

namely the kemel or view approach.

While the view is an integration of multiple viewpoints (the Aggregation

Hierarchy, Object Communication Diagrams,

Generalization/Specialization Hierarchy, Feature /Object dependencies

and the State Transition Diagram), the kemel encapsulates the common

features that represents one or more domain requirements [6,10, 17,26].

Individual members of the family are then generated by tailoring the

domain model constructed from either a kemel approach or a view

approach. This study requires that the domain model be viewed from both

the kemel and the view perspective as both describe the domain

differently. Kang et al suggested the FODA approach that allowed the

integration of both perspectives during product line development

2.3.1.2 Feature -Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA)

As both the kemel and the view approach intend to describe the domain,

Weiss and Kang [24, 25] suggested that both methods should be

considered! integrated in the requirements engineering process for a

16



family of systems because they compliment one another in the

development of an application instance of the domain. They proposed a

two-fold approach for a family of systems (i) domain engineering and (ii)

application engineering. During domain engineering, domain experts

strive to identify and define product family requirements in terms of

features while during application engineering, family members are

produced by selecting or tailoring features that will constitute the product

instance.

The use of features is motivated by the fact that customers and engineers

often speak of product characteristics in terms of features the product has

and/delivers [481. The use of features led to the Feature-Oriented Domain

Analysis (FODA) approach that defines techniques for developing,

parametrizing and configuring reusable assets plus a specific process of

commonality and variability analysis [26]. The result is a feature model

that supports both the domain engineering of reusable artifacts and

development of applications using domain artifacts.

Although stakeholder requirements (features) are essential inputs for core

asset development, they are not sufficient on their own as they are

constantly changing with the business enVironment. This study requires

that the business environment should also be incorporated into the

domain model together with the stakeholder requirements. Kang [24]

suggests that FODA be extended to support a marketing and product plan



perspective (MPP) as well as explore analysis and design issues from that

perspective. MPP helps to identify the information to gather during the

marketing and business analysis. Such information includes marketing

analysis and strategies, product features and delivery methods. These

suggestions led to the development of the Feature-Oriented Reuse

Method (FORM).

2.3.1.3 Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM)

FORM is a systematic method that focuses on capturing commonalities

and differences in a domain in terms of features and using the analysis

results to develop domain architectures and components. FORM consists

of two major processes namely (i) asset development - a process that

includes capturing and analyzing the commonalities and variabilities such

as marketing and product plan development and refinement; feature

modeling and requirements analysis and a (ii) Product development - a

process that entails analyzing requirements and selecting and adopting

features for the product [24].

FORM starts with capturing domain information and analyzing common

elements in terms of services, operating environment, domain

technologies and implementation techniques to generate a feature model.

A feature model is used to define parameterized reference architecture

and appropriate reusable components instantiatable during product

development [48]. During product development. product features are

18



selected from the domainlfeature model to be instantiated. Product

features are classified into two main categories: Functional and

Nonfunctional. While Functional Features (Functional Requirement - FR)

are services that provide behavioral characteristics, which define the

activities inherent in the domain; Nonfunctional Features (Nonfunctional

Requirements - NFR) are end-user-visible application characteristics that

cannot be identified in terms of services or operations [24]. They present

the qualitative aspects of the domain.

Moon et al [32] suggest that product features for a family of systems be

represented using a ReqUirements Metamodel. A metamodel is a model

that describes another model. It consists of appropriate constructs

reflecting the declarations of data-definition and data-manipulation

languages that represent the constructs or the building blocks of the

product. The metamodel also provides a bridge between organizational

structure aspects and business subprocess, minimizing the complexity of

business process definition and at the same time improving the efficiency

and quality of it [32, 37]. Its purpose, according to Moon et al [32] is to lay

down an overall scheme for representing domain requirements.

Figure 2 presents a typical metamodel for domain requirements. The core

model element of a requirement metamodel is the Domain Requirement

as it represents one general requirement that can be reused as a core

asset of developing systems in a product line [32]. The Domain

19



Requirement consists of Functional Requirement and Non Functional

Requirement with variants to distinguish one product feature from the

other. Variations are captured using the Variability element and can either

be optional or mandatory. A mandatory feature signifies commonality and

potential area of reuse. Functional Requirement consists of services

rendered to other parties within the domain (either to other domains,

products within the domain or to another service). A service defines the

functionalities or activities which a product within the domain pursue to

fulfill their goals. Services are, therefore, like use cases or scenarios. A

service can have multiple sub services and can also be refined to a

service element.

I R.eliabilirr

--,--__"!_}uah_IT-,--F_eatur_'e---r----Jh
I 'J.l-J

i

;V

;-..;on Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

~1,--------00-=:..-._Re-.:-quir_em_enr_-,f ----.J

.----1 \'mabili~ I
I

I

Figure 2: A Requirement metamodel for a product line [32]
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A service element is the smallest unit that cannot be further decomposed

to sub services. A service can be influenced by NFR features. NFR is

composed of three qualitative features: performance, maintenance and

reliability.

a. Performance

Performance is concemed with the efficiency rate at which the application

performs its functionalities when SUbjected to a particular workload. It is

affected by the available resources and how they are used and shared. It

is during the requirements phase of the SOLe that performance

objectives, workflow, and key service elements (scenarios) are defined.

The workloads and estimated volumes for each service element are then

considered [1]. There are two performance objectives that this research

pays attention to: Transaction Throughput (TT) and Workload \'N). n is

the number of requests (service elements) that can be served or

completed by the application per unit time (T), for example, fetching and

updating a row. We, therefore, measure n as the number of service

elements per time unit as depicted in equation 1.

TI= SE

T

... Eqwtion 1

Workload is total number of users and concurrent active users (A) at a

given time unit or transaction volumes (TV) expected to be handled by the
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application in a given time unit (T) [1]. Equation 2 depicts a workload

equation using transaction volumes.

TV
V

T

___ •• __ ••• >. ••••••••••••• .Equarion 2

When actors are building or generating requirements for an application

instance, the workload which their application will handle has to be

estimated. The transaction volumes to be expected are detenmined by the

number of features which a domain possesses.

b. Maintenance

Maintenance is concerned with the component's ability to change when

requirements change. According to Bosch, change categories tend to be

organized around the interfaces the application has to its environment and

are best captured using change scenarios. Change scenarios are given a

relative weight which indicates the likelihood of that scenario occurring

during that period. Such change is measured by the number of lines of

code (LOC) that have to be changed to accommodate the scenario or

service element. An actor is, therefore, expected to provide an estimate of

LOC that will be required to change over the life cycle.

For each feature, the cost for developing a service element (SEcHARGE) is

determined. Then a maximum range (SEMAXc~ARGE) is imposed on the

existing LOC to detenmine the highest estimated cost of maintaining that



service element When there is a change to be expected as a result of

changing environmental requirements, the LOC of the service element to

be changed should not exceed LOC of SEMAXCHARGE as indicated in

equation 3.

Sffi'lce BernentMal 'ITsnanc& ccs: 1mBlmUiT) :: SQw.CI-A%t

..... Eqwr.ion 3

c. Reliability

Kan [2, 23, 42J proposes that reliability can be measured using two

metrics: defect density rate (OOM) and Mean Time To Failure (MTIF).

ODM measures defects relative to software size measured in lines of code

during a specific time frame.

DOfrrl4 =Defects

LOC ....Eqwnon 4-

The expected number of defects over a certain time period is important for

cost and resource estimates of the maintenance phase of the software life

cycle and, therefore, is rendered as a beneficial metric for reliability and

maintenance phase of the software life cycle [22, 23, 43]. Another benefit

of DOM is that it can be applied to general-purpose computer systems or

commercial-use-software for which there is no typical user profile of the



software. In a product line oriented approach, a generic assessment of the

domain (common reliability metrics) can be used as a building block for

reliability assessment of application instances in the domain.

MTIF measures the time between failures. Implementing MTIF for

general-purpose computer systems or commercial-use software, for which

there is no typical user profile of the software is more difficult than for

special-purpose software systems such as the air traffic control systems

or the space shuttle control systems. MTIF requires that the operations

profile and scenarios/service elements should be defined, the activities

and sequential occurrence in the software system should also be

provided. For generic system, this would be time consuming and an

expensive process to have to record the occurrence time of each software

failure at a high degree of accuracy for the results to be useful.

Bosch [1] described the quality attributes in terms of profiles and

associated properties. A profile is a set of scenarios, generally with some

relative importance associated with each scenario [1]. The different types

of profiles for each quality attribute are depicted in table 1.

Ouaity Asrocialed Profile/scenario

Performance Usage

Mainiainability Change

Reliability Component interaction.

Table l' Quality Profiles
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The Performance quality is associated with the general efficiency with

which the system performs its functionality and, therefore, key words that

characterize it include: response time and/or usage scenarios. The

Maintainability quality is associated with how the architecture can be

affected by requirements change and therefore has change(s) scenario as

its main key word. Reliability is associated with components interaction

during operation and the effects of component error.

2.3.2 Product Line Software Engineering supporting tools.

As Product Line Software Engineering Methodologies continue to emerge,

so is their adoption in the development of automatic requirements tools for

a family of systems. A support tool is a natural consequence of industrial

practice if it is to become mature. This explains why systems engineering

and software development organizations are under pressure to construct

tools that would automatically generate requirements and even an entire

system code. A number of tools are, therefore, coming into existence as

natural evolution from methodologies.

2.3.2.1 Elicitation Tools

Requirements elicitation is an early process of the RE that tries to capture

the information and knowledge of the system under construction [12].

Figure 3 shows a typical requirements elicitation process, whereby

information needed to build requirements specification for a single system

or a product line model is normally elicited by domain expert with



knowledge in the problem or application domain (the processes and

products in product line engineering).

I\rw*•••-jon

of_Mit""

(PI, .....rtu-J
Recr llS

Figure 3: A requirements elicilation process

Use Cases have been proposed as an effective approach for PLSE

elicitation to capture product features (especially functional requirements)

for software systems [55, 56]_ Use cases allow structuring requirements

documents with use goals and provide a means to specify the interaction

between an actor and its environment [5]. The term actor is used to

describe the person or system that has a goal against the system under

discussion. There are two main actors namely the primary and the

secondary actor. While a primary actor triggers the system behavior in

order to achieve a certain goal, a secondary actor interacts with the

system but does not trigger.
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According to Fantechi et al [56], a Use Case is completed successfully

when its goal is satisfied and is extensively described in the Use Case

"Description". Use Case descriptions also include possible extensions as

reflected in Cockbum's Use Case in Table 2 [56]. The "Description"

section is express in natural language sentences, describing a sequence

of actions of the system while Variations are expressed (in the

"Extensions" section) as altematives to the main flow, linked by their index

to the point of the main flow from which they branch as a variation [5].

USECASE#

Goal in Context

Scope & Level

Preconditions

Success End Condition

Failed End Condition

Primary, Secondary Actors

Trigger

I <the name is the goal as a short active verb phrase>

I <a longer statement of the goal,n context if needed>

! <wtTat system is being considered black box under design>

I <one of. Summary; Primary Task, Sub Function>
•
! <what we expect is alreedy the state of the world>

: <the state of the world upon successful completion>

l <the state of the world if goal IS abandoned>

i <a role name or description for the primary actor>

i <Other systems relied upon to a=mplish the use case>
!

i <the action upon the system mat starts the Use Case>

Description

Extension

Sub Variations

: Step

.2

3

Step

1a

Step

1

Action

<put here the steps of the scenario

from trigger to goal delivery. and any

dean up>

< >

Branching Action

; <condition causing branching>

<action or name of sub-Use Case>

Branching Action

<list of variations>

Table 2 TextJaI Use Case template [5]



Variations are described and specified by tags that indicate those parts of

the product line requirements needing to be instantiated for a specific

product in a product related document. The tags represent three kinds of

variability as defined by Fantechi in [56]:

i. Alternative, expressing the possibility to instantiate the

requirement by selecting an instance among a predefined set

of possible choices, each of them depending on the

occurrence of a condition;

ii. Parametric/Mandatory, from which instantiation is connected

to the actual value of a parameter in the requirements for the

specific product; and

iii. Optional of which the instantiation can be done by selecting

indifferently among a set of values, which are optional

features for a derived product.

An example of use Case in the Product Line Use Case (PLUG)

notation, taken from [56] is presented in Figure 4. The Use Case

describes the activities related to the submission of a project document.

They suppose that it can be possible to submit different two types of

documents: slides (in the .ppt format) or papers (in .doc, pdf. or .ps

format), variables (here V1 and V2) describe the variation points within

the use case.
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Use e-NaIe: Submissioo at a clDaJment

PrilDaoy Aci<Ir: Ihe auhlr

Goal::~ and submission ata pmjed dcaJment

Steoftt;ay AdJlr: Projec(s web_

..... 5uo:cI!s5 Scenario:

1- The a'IIIo....rites a document 1lV1J of. cenait class}
acc:oomg lD fle!lV2l appRlIlrialE} bmat .om Ihe
!ibnissiDn cleadMe

2- AuIhor puts 1he doctanent en t!Ie project doament
~

EzlI!nsiofts:

ta. The aJ1hlr misses 1Ilo submissioo gMn dea<me:

AJ1!miId is _10 111. auIlarfrnm 1he web senrer momger

Vii; aftij1i:5:
~:1_SOO~ V1~

2-~

V2: 'I V1=11llon fie .jl!Il V2 pmmetrici~

else if VI=2 llen Iile.ciDc or iilo.pdt ... filo.ps1.

Figure 4: Example of a Use Case in the PLUC notation taken from [56]

The possible instantiations and the type of the variations is given within

the use case and the possible values are described with logical

expressions.

2.3.2.2 Seoping Tools

Domain scoping is an activity that helps determine the systems and the

system features that should be included in the system family [57],

t>ecause it may not be beneficial to include all systems and features in the

system-family. Most scoping tools have elicitation functionalities as well.

Examples ofscoping tools include TruScope [8] and PuLSE BEAT [39].

2.3.2.3 Verification Tools

Before developing a particular feature or component of a product, it is

important to verify that the system family supports all features defined
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during seeping, that it can be easily instantiated for each of the systems in

the system family and that planned new features can be easily

incorporated [57]. Verification tools attempt to confirm the completeness

and consistency of new members of the product line. An example of

verification tool is DECIMAL [34].

2.3.3 Analysis of Product Line Software Engineering Tools

A thorough analysis of the product line software engineering tools reveals

that:

I. Most of the tools do not support the full life cycle of

requirements generation. They either focus on one or two of

the phases of requirements engineering such as the

elicitation, scoping or verification phases and

ii. Most tools are stand-alone applications that lead to

unnecessary time wastage, hinder communication among

stakeholders and reduce the retum on investment.

Tools and methodologies which support the full requirements

generation process while at the same time ensuring minimal

development time and increased retum on investments are still to be

researched into. This research work presents the Model Driven

Architecture approach to RE.
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2.4 The Model Driven Architecture Approach (MDA)

The code generation expectation is not a recent development, what is

new is the recent interest in Model Driven Architecture (MDA) as a model

for code generation. MDA consists of three viewpoints namely, the

Computation Independent Model (CIM), the Platform Independent Model

(PIM) and the Platform Specific Model (PSM) [52].

The MDA starts with CIM which represents a model of the business that is

completely independent of any IT systems (structure and implementation

of the system are hidden, or possibly not yet implemented). The second

viewpoint, the PIM focuses on the operation of the system while hiding the

platform-dependent details, that is, an implementation-independent model

of the functionality of an IT system. It may use a general-purpose,

platform-independent modeling language such as UML The final

viewpoint, the PSM focuses on the implementation details of a certain

platform. It is a technical model of an IT system that considers

architectural constraints given by a chosen platform (e.g. J2EE, .NET or

CORBA).

,--------, I - - - ...
: Transtcrnan·-OI1 : Tf:~3r€'s 1

~u L-;-r-~_:_~;~;~-~,---Cod-"--.,
~~_ .._-----_.!~ Q

Figure 5: The flow of an MDA generator

The Model Driven Architecture approach aims at separating the business

logic in PIM from the underlying platform specific module/technology and
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represents this logic with precise semantic models as depicted in figure 5.

The MDA assumes that the design already exists and represented as

elM. Given a requirements design in UML (Unified Modeling Language),

an MDA generator transforms the requirements into its equivalent code

based on its specific platform technology. The MDA is becoming popular

due to a number of reported benefits [3, 9, 43] such as:

L reduced cost throughout the application life-cycle;

iL reduced development time for new applications;

iiL increased return on technology investments (ROI) and

iv. rapid inclusion of emerging technology benefits into existing systems.

The MDA is not a RE generation and specification approach but an

approach for automatically generating code from a design, resulting in

quick system development and return on investment

2.5 RSPL as a tool for PL Requirements Generation and

Specification

Our approach to requirements generation and specification for product

lines is based on the Model Driven Architecture and supported by Kang's

Feature Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) to scope and elicit product line

features. The use of the Model Driven Architecture is based on the notion

that requirements can be automatically generated from pre-existing



domain information that has been analyzed, processed and structured to

suit a particular standard Requirements Specification Language. RSPL is

a contribution to RE with the following characteristics:

I. a seeping and elicitation tool for a family of systems;

ii. a specification tool for describing the requirements for a

family of systems; and

iil. an enabler for bridging the communication gap between the

software development team members, with particular

reference to software engineers and domain experts.

The RSPL approach, therefore, allows the separation of the interface logic

from the underlying business logic. The interface logic is the point of

interaction between users (domain expert, analyst and developer) and the

tool. The domain Expert's role is to define the domain boundaries

captured as domain features characteristics. The process involves domain

definition, characterization and scoping. The analysfs responsibility is to

identify and define individual product instances. A product instance is

defined by its business functionalities and domain-specific behaviors. The

developer's position and relationships with RSPL is to refine the

requirements into design-usable form. This is achieved by adding

perspectives that transforms domain requirements into "ready-ta-use"

requirements specifications.



The RSPL process is actor-driven, therefore, a portal-type interface to the

tool is proposed. Each user is associated with an actor use case template

that drives an actor-specific interface of the portal. In the heart of this

portal is the RSPL tool which transforms each user's contributions into

domain knowledge. The tool uses appropriate rules to transform the

knowledge into Requirements Specifications that are ready for a software

engineer to use.



CHAPTER THREE

3.0 MODEL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Overview

A typical requirements engineering process involves all stakeholders

(customer, domain expert, analyst and developer), but it is mainly the

job of the requirements engineers to generate specifications from

specified needs. While there has been previous work in the literature

that attempted to develop automatic requirements tools for a family of

systems [1, 2, 29, 38], most are either scoping or modeling tools. They

do not generate specific requirements nor do they offer support for all

client types, thus leading to communication barriers among the

software development team members (Domain Expert, System Analyst

and Developer) and other stakeholders such as the customer. EXisting

tools are mainly designed with the System Analyst's knowledge in mind

with little consideration for the developer's perspective. Hence, the

need to delineate roles in the software development process.

We associate requirements engineers with the actual initiation of the

application development process which entails: eliciting domain

information, identifying domain features, and developing application

instances of the domain. There are three actors playing the
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requirements engineering role namely Domain Expert, System Analyst

and the Developer.

The reasoning behind delegating requirements engineering to three

actors is that:

i. Domain experts are not expected to be familiar with the

software development process but are a good source for

domain knowledge infonmation [35] and

ii. System Analyst and tile Developer are responsible

members of the software development team who define

requirements for an application instance. But what a

System Analyst considers input to a given model or

component, the developer could regard as an output

element. This phenomenon which could constitute

communication barrier is totally avoided in our scheme.

The RSPL model automates the interactive construction of generic

product line requirements. The model consists of a tool for producing

specific textual application requirements. RSPL aims at bridging the

communication gap between the software development actors, thus

enhancing the requirements generation process. The tool is GUI

(graphical user interface) driven to enhance easier actor interaction and

has automated functionality for the different levels of actors.
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The Domain Expert's role is to identify domain characteristics that

define and distinguish one domain from another. The role entails

interacting with the customers to identify user requirements. The

knowledge gathered during the interaction is stored in a Domain

Knowledge base for the analyst and developers to utilize.

The System Analyst role is to analyze the content of the domain

knowledge in order to identify product instances and their features.

During this process, all products that belong to a domain are identified

and their features defined. Features abstract a products characteristics,

functionality and relational constraints. Features provide system

analysts with a clear distinction of potential areas where reuse can be

applied. The Developer's role is that of tailoring domain knowledge to

suit his preferences whilst generating requirements. He chooses

specific requirements from a set of existing generic requirements.

3.2 A Model-Driven Requirement Specification for a

Product Line

RSPL posits that, given a domain knOWledge, it should be possible to

generate specific application requirements using various

transformational rules and templates. First, RSPL requires the user to

elicit, scope and store domain knowledge in the knowledge base. The

domain knowledge is generic in nature in the sense that it does not

reference any particular system implementation or technology. In other



words, it is based on a computation-independent model (elM) that

captures the information viewpoint of a target application or a

conceptualization of the application,

Second, actors using their expertise and experience, tailor domain

knowledge to suit requirements for a specific application instance.

Tailoring of reqUirements entails transforming the generic domain

knOWledge into specific requirements. Finally, requirements are then

generated using standardized templates, Therefore, RSPL adopted the

Model Driven Architecture as a pattern for generating prototype

requirements from domain knowledge.

.....•..............
• •
• Transfonnation •• •• •.....•.•..•........ ~

Domain

Knowledge

•••••
J

s-············· ..
: Interpretation :
• •• •...............•

••••

Figure 6: The Model Driven RSPL ArchITecture

RSPL defines three main components shown in figure 6, namely:

Domain Knowledge, User Perspective and Requirements component

The first component Domain KnOWledge stores all elicited and

documented requirements. These requirements are generic in nature

because they represent domain features, Secondly, we have the User
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Perspective component, an actor-oriented mechanism for tailoring the

domain knowledge according to the actor's preferences to suit the

product whose requirements is to be generated. The third component is

generated automatically by interpreting actor-specific knowledge into

requirements specifications.

3.2.1 Domain Knowledge

The Domain Knowledge (OK) is a central repository that supports

documenting and processing of domain knowledge artifacts. Two main

processes are associated with OK as a knowledge base:

i. Elicitation and scoping of domain features, which involve

capturing of domain information and identification of a domain

scope i.e. the task of bounding the domains that are supposed to

be relevant to the product line [8]. It is a process of gathering

information; recognizing reusable assets and core artifacts of the

product line to form RSPL requirement metamodel. RSPL

Requirement metamodel is presented in figure 7. It is based on

the Requirement metamodel of figure 2. The RSPL metamodel

emanates from three interrelated objects namely Domain, Product

and Feature. Each object is explained in detail under the User

Perspective component in section 3.2.2.
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ii. Evaluation and documentation of elicited features. This process

involves analyzing the impact of each identified asset in terms of

the risks it poses and gains it will provide to the product line; and

documenting the artifacts as relational objects.
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3.2.2 User Perspective

The User Perspective (UP) component is a portal-type interface in which

the requirements elicitation, scoping and specification take place with the

aim of gathering the expert knowledge of the application domain and

specify requirements. UP implements the tailoring of the OK information to

suit the application to be developed. Tailoring activities include requesting,

manipulating and accepting user-type data pertaining to the problem

domain.

There are two main templates designed for elicitation and scoping of

domain information: Domain Template and Product Template. The

templates originate from the Domain and Product objects in the RSPL

metamodel (see figure 7). The templates define features of the domain or

product in terms of domain-specific or product specific services. The

techniques used in the template indude questionnaire elicitation approach

that consists of both dosed and open-ended questions. This technique

enables suflident information to be captured and allows flexibility. Close

ended questions are more specific and take up less time than open-ended

questions. The questionnaires are set up as Textual Use Cases as

suggested by Cockbum [39] and Fantechi et al [55] to elicit domain and

product information.
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3.2.2.1 Domain Object Template

A domain template provides the mechanism to collect information

pertaining to domain characteristics and constraint relationships with

other domains. The essence of capturing domain characteristics is to

specify information that uniquely differentiates one domain from the

other. Figure 8 is an illustration of the RSPL domain template.

Naturally, domain information includes the domain name, followed by a

short but comprehensive narration of what the domain entails and its

expected features. The other elements are goal and objectives the

domain is pursuing; an actor who is either primary or secondary

depending on the role played; variation points expressed by using the

term Extension; and variation status (optional, alternative or mandatory)

captured as the VariabiJities feature.

EJhribiiiK:

'i'arilln1ities:

~ that~1y iIe1Itifa the dcmain

SImtb1ll cmnprhencM Ilamlimofwllo1 the dcmain enWJs aM

its apectad feoIl1IIllS

ADlF.blIIimeDl oftheplinCOIlleIl iflleeded

Main_ of the domain

Seco!daly-=

'i'erialim poiIlrl

'i'erialimStatuo

Figure 8: Domain Object Template
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3.2.2.2 Product Object Template

A product template elicits the features of a product in terms of its

functionality and feature relationships. The template is derived from

defined product features. An RSPl product template consists of elements

such as:

L A list of product characteristics: These include product

identity (ID); product name, product type, goal, actors to

name a few (see figure 9.0). The product type determines

the category of the product. A product can be in anyone of

the three main categories: (i) a product already in existence

within the family or domain; (ii) a product that could become

an instance of the product line, implying that it does not exist

in the domain but is a viable product line candidate; or (iii) a

product that has been identified for future instantiation in the

product line, that is, the product has been acknowledged in

the domain but has not yet undergone development.

11. A set of functional requirements: The behavioral

characteristics of a product are elicited by using the Service

property on the template. Each service property is itself

described on a Functional Use Case template (see figure

9.1). Associated with a service are other features such as

event trigger, which activates the use case; and pre and post
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conditions which provide the state of the world before and

after the use case is executed.

iii. A number of variation points: Variability in a product is

expressed as the presence, absence or substitute of Service

features. Therefore, each product instance has variation

points called extensions. An extension is a named service

feature: optional, altemative, or mandatory. An optional

feature may be present or absent. An altemative connotes

the existence of a substitute and mandatory implies the

features must be present in the product instance.

IV. A set of quality constraints: The Product template has a

Constraint feature, used for specifying possible constriction

on the product. Typical constraints include quality attributes

such as performance, reliability and maintenance

characteristics of the prodUct. Each quality attribute is

specified by using a Nonfunctional Use Case Child

Template. The template captures quality characteristics

using features called (i) Notion and (ii) Behavioral

Responses features (figure 9.2). Notion is a brief description

of a product's NFR. The behavioral response specifies the

implication of each use case in the Product using a set of

predetermined profile scenarios from Bosch [1] such as



usage scenario for Performance and change scenario for

maintenance requirements.

v. Relational Constraints: If we assume that the domain is a

universe, then products constitute sets in the universe.

Normal set relationships are defined between products, the

features from which products are composed and the

services that interact to implement a feature. A formal

description of the relational constraints is outside the scope

of this dissertation.
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Figure 9.1 Functional Use Case Child Template

Figure 9.2: Non Functional Use Case Child Template

3.2.3 The Requirements Generation Process

The Requirement Generation process is dictated by both the domain and

product templates. When an actor creates a product instance by tailoring

domain and product features, the requirements generation process is

activated. The requirements generation process consists of the following

steps:

I. Selection of a template in the domain: An actor triggers the

requirements-generation process by selecting a domain from



which requirements are to be generated. Each domain is

characterized by one or more generic product templates.

RSPL presents these generic product templates to the actor

who makes a selection of one of the templates.

ii. Selection of one of the listed instances or creation of a new

instance: RSPL retrieves a number of existing product

instances that are related to the specific pre-selected product

template, from domain knowledge. The actor chooses the

product instance that meets his current requirements or

creates a new product instance if none of the available

instances fits his current wishes, a new product instance is

created by tailoring the domain knowledge and identifying

variation points.

Hi. Retrieve the corresponding data set from the Domain

Knowledge: Once an instance is selected or created, RSPL

retrieves the data set corresponding to that product instance

and maps it to the RSD document features.

iv. Populate Empty RSD with data set value: Each time a data

set is selected from the Domain Knowledge, the RSD as

reflected in figure 10, is automatically populated with

corresponding data set and becomes the generic reference

for prodUct instances within that category.
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The deliverable from the for-step process above is a requirements

specification document (RSD). An RSD is, therefore, a union of both

specific domain and product template features that is automatically

generated during the requirements generation process. Moreover, an

RSD is made up of five parts namely (i) an Introduction or epilogue

section which presents requirements overview of the application instance

to be developed; (ii) Functional Requirements section, which outlines

features to be reused for each implementation, without being re-invented

in each separate implementation; (iii) Quality Requirements section that

presents the NFR properties; (iv) a variability section, what and how

services will vary; and (v) a Glossary section of domain terms. Before an

actor invokes the requirements specification process, the RSD document

parts are empty. Each of the parts is filled in once the requirements

specification process is completed.
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Figure 10: A Requirements Specification Document

3.3 A Web-Tier Application Framework for RSPl

A web-tier application framework design, based on the Model-View

Controller (MVC) pattern has been adopted in this research with a view

to make the tool interactive, robust and scalable. A web tier application

framework consists of three components: client tier, middle tier and

information tier.

The client tier models the interaction with the user. It communicates with

the middle tier via standard protocols and sends and receives standard

data formats that meet user's needs. Clients supported by RSPL range

from devices running standard Web browsers to pervasive devices such

as PDAs.

The middle tier includes standard-based web servers for interacting with

the client tier and executing business logic functions. It collects and

assembles web pages composed from static to dynamic contents and

delivers them to the clients. The Information tier is the data store for all

application artifacts such as existing and new internal applications,

services and data.

MVC has been recommended as the architectural design pattern for

interactive applications that provide a host of design benefits such as
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separating design concerns from content presentation of the web-tier

application framework [19J. MVC separates design concerns from

presentation content using three parts namely the Model logic

responsible for handling business logic and functionality of the

application in the middle tier. The MVC View is designated for content

presentation to different client types. The Controller logic processes user

inputs and requests by communicating between the information and

client tiers. Table 3 illustrates how RSPL maps to the features of MVC

and web tier framework.

RSPL

Domain Knowledge

User Perspective

wc

Model

VIew

Web tier

Information tier

Client

Requirements Generator Controller

Table 3: Mapping MVC features to RSPL

Middle tier

The RSPL Domain Knowledge component is mainly responsible for

storage and documentation of domain artifacts that resulted from

elicnation, scoping and specification of requirements as well as business

functionalities from the domain.

With respect to MVC and the web tier application, the Domain Knowledge

part maps to the Information tier and the Model component of MVC as

they both signify the business logic, or application functionality and data

storage. The RSPL User Perspective component is equated with the View

portion of MVC as they both represent the presentation logic that provide
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the interaction interface between an actor and the tool. Actors make their

contributions to RSD construction (elicit, scope, and tailor requirements)

through this component.

The RSPL Requirements Generator processes actor input and requests

and, therefore, maps to the Controller part of the MVC pattem. In MVC,

the Controller communicates with the Model to process View requests,

while in RSPL, the Requirement Generator communicates with the

domain Knowledge to tum actor-perspective into concrete requirements

specifications.

CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 RSPL TOOL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a typical illustration of how the presented model

could become the heart of an interactive, web based tool - RSPL. Initially

the model is analyzed to identify and determine tool requirements. The

analysis uses object-oriented techniques to model the tool requirements.

The design is then presented to depict how the tool is to be implemented

on a web tier application framework.
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4.2 RSPL Tool Decomposition

The purpose of this section is to obtain requirements that necessitate the

development of the tool. A system development life cycle approach

supported by object-oriented analysis techniques was adopted to

facilitate the identification of requirements. The system development

cycle consists of five main phases namely Requirements Gathering,

Requirements Analysis, Design, Implementation and Testing. These

phases are described in detail in the subsections that follow.

4.2.1 Tool Requirements Definition Phase

RSPL identifies three actors who interact with the tool. The actors

include the Domain Expert responsible for elicitation, the System Analyst

responsible for scoping and the Developer responsible for requirements

specification. Based on this preliminary requirements gathering, the tool

implements the following key functionalities (see figure 11):

i. Logon Management: for identifying the actor currently using

the tool and maintaining their profiles;

ii. Requirements Elicitation: for eliciting domain information

from business operating environment;

iii. Domain scoping: to identify commonality and variable

features from elicited and analyzed information;
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iv. Requirements specification: for tailoring and customizing

requirements or features to suit actor perspective;

v. Requirements generation and

vi. Administration: to allow actors access the information they

need, e.g., search, suggested content, links, etc.

Lagon

Elicit domain
inform.ation

Identity and
scope features

Figure 11: RSPL Use case
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4.2.2 RSPL Requirements Analysis

4.2.2.1 Lagon

The Logan use case is responsible for ensuring that security protocols

are observed such as confirming that the right actor is using the system.

Each actor is assigned administrative rights depending on the role being

played Le. domain expert, analyst or developer. For example, a domain

expert whose role is eliciting information from the domain environment

may not be presented with a requirement specification web page but with

a domain elicitation and scoping page. Administrative rights require that

an actor logs onto the system; and provides his particulars, such as level

of expertise (job title/actor role), usemame and password. User name

and password are checked for authentication purposes. Once

authenticated, an appropriate message is sent back to the actor stating

as either a success or a failure in the login status. If access is granted,

the tool directs the actor to the respective web page that performs that

functionality or transaction. Alternatively if the logan failed the actor is

requested to try once again.

Figure 12 shows a sequence diagram of a logan use case. The flow of

time is shown from top to bottom, that is, messages higher on the

diagram happen before those lower down. The horizontal boxes are

instances of the represented classes, and the vertical bars below are

timelines. The arrows (links) are messages - operation calls and returns
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from operations. The hide and show messages use guards to determine

which to call. Constraints on the message are presented using square

brackets [] and a message is sent only if the constraint is satisfied.

I I

I----,~f-.---_r-- -

, ...cuUQ=y
(quay string to wo.
us_end
password with database)

41: .

41:........•.............

[101!in succaul\>lj '1lidoO

r:- efWdJ show()

Figure 12: A sequence diagram far the logln use case

The messages are labeled with the operation being called and

parameters are shown. An RSPLDatabase class allows the queries to be

executed against the database. When a query string is sent the

ResultSet of the data is retumed. The administrator administers the

portal to ensure security issues are adhered to. He is to guarantee that

only specific users are able to access the tool and use specific web

pages. A single sign on approach is adopted to allow users to log on and



have access to the tool once. The tool then passes their authentication

sites to other sites so that no logging in again is required.

4.2.2.2 Requirements Elicitation and Seoping

Requirements elicitation and scoping are interwoven processes,

meaning that they depend on each other. Requirements Scoping

depends on elicited information. Elicitation is a process in which actors,

domain experts in particular, identify and document new or improved

domain features for the purposes of acquiring sufficient and

comprehensive domain knowledge about the problem domain. Domain

scoping aims at selecting, based on the results of the elicited

information, the systems that are included in the system-family and,

secondly, what features are shared in the system-family [57). It helps to

describe the problem domain features, that is, system functions,

interfaces, business rules, forms and reports, system performance

factors, and quality attributes. Because the two processes are dependent

on each other, a single sequence diagram was constructed in figure 13.

The flow of time is shown from top to bottom. meaning that elicitation

takes precedence followed by scoping. An actor triggers the tool when

he/she requests to define or elicit features. When an actor submits

defined features during elicitation, the tool requests the actor to confirm

the defined features. Once confirmed, the features are documented and
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added as new domain infonnation. During sroping of the domain, elicited

information is retrieved and analyzed to identify reusable features. Once

identified. features are checked by the FeatureManager as to whether

they conform to business integrity rules before documentation as domain

knowledge in the RSPLDatabase.
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Figtll"C 13: Elicitatlon and Seeping Sequence Diagram

4.2.2.3 Requirements Specification Use Case

Requirements Specification is an actor as well as template-driven

process. An actor triggers the specification process once he/she



requests to tailor the domain features to generate specific requirements.

The tailoring of features takes place using the FeatureDialog which then

communicates to the FeatureManager, requesting actor specific

requirements. The FeatureManager retrieves the feature datasets from

RSPLDatabase, and via FeatureDialog, presents them to the actor who

makes a choice of either to select one of them or to create/add new

features. Figure 14 illustrates a Requirements Specification Sequence

diagram. RSPL will then request the confirmation of selected features. If

confirmed, RSPL slots it into the appropriate RSD template section

otherwise those features are removed.
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Figure 14, Requirements Spedtication Sequence diagram

4.2.3 Tool Design

The six use cases were repackaged into four tool capabilities that must be

provided in order to accomplish the RSPL goals. These capabilities are

shown in figure 15 as: Domain Browsing, Editoring, Requirement

Generation, and Knowledge Base.
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Figure 15: RSPL Tool ArcMecture

4.2.3.1 Browsing

The Domain Browser provides the interactive user interface between an

actor and the tool, making it possible for them to make requests such as

viewing and requesting information from the knowledge base. Actors view

the application output in the browser and click hyperJinks and form buttons

to interact with the application. When an actor makes a request, the
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browser communicates with the Requirement Generator to retrieve data

from the Knowledge Base, i.e. Domain Knowledge.

Each web page (servlet) employs an XSL transformer to generate

appropriate presentations for each client type. Each client type requires

that the application have a separate set of XSL transformations for it to

deliver the content.

4.2.3.2 Editing

The Editing capability provides the necessary software support for tasks

such as elicitation, scoping and tailoring of domain information to generate

specific requirements according to the respective actors perspective and

preferences. The Editing capability supports the following operations:

i. Addition of new features: creation of either a new product

instance, or simply incorporation of additional features;

ii. Deletion of a feature: removing that feature from the domain;

iii. Updating a feature: making changes to current or existing

features to ensure that they have current or up-t<Xlate

information and

iv. Searching: finding specific features in the domain

knowledge.
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4.2.3.3 Requirement Generation (RG)

The Requirement Generation process requires that the content of the

knowledge base is transformed into the view presented to the user by the

domain browser. The process consists among other steps of querying the

Knowledge Base and retrieving requested specified requirements. The

web tier application framework enables RG to have a number of web

components and extensions such as Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB); Java

Database Connectivity for accessing database services; and support for

creating, parsing and translating XML documents.

Figure 16 provides a detailed architecture of RSPL, illustrating how it

relates to the web tier-application framework and MVC. Further

explanation is provided by Deitel et al in [58]. One of the supported web

components are Java servlets to provide most of the user interactivity

features. The Domain Knowledge component and Requirement Generator

are supported by the enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) components provided

by web applications server. The figure shows how different clients

communicate with the web server which forwards the requests to the

servlets running in the application server's servfet container. Each client's

request is transformed using XML Stylesheet Language (XSL)

implemented at the presentation logic. The XSL processor allows the

actor to take the abstract semantics of an XML document and transform it

into a presentation language suitable for the client type (for example WAP
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and i-Model clients). MVC makes this possible by adapting the new client

type to operate as an MVC view.
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Figme 16: Deiailed MIle architecture of RSPL Tool

View

Controller

Model

RG is a stateful session EJB that represents an actor's specifications,

stored in an RSD template. The RSD stateful session EJ8 manages the

actor's specifications and is the primary RG component in the RSPL tool.
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This is because sometimes actors browse through the tool and add

features to their RSO, only to discover later on that those features do not

meet their requirements. Rather than storing such an RSO, the EJB

container removes the RSO EJB instance from RG. RG also implements

the application's presentation logic, making it possible to present content

to different client types.

4.2.3.4 Knowledge Base (KB)

The Knowledge Base represents the information tier logic, responsible for

data maintenance of elicited and scoped information as well as generated

domain artifacts. KB supplies the feature and function of an object

relational database to RSPl applications that include querying and

updating access to database information through EJB using Structured

Query language, JAVA SQl and JOBe interfaces.

KB provides logical database description, i.e. the schema, used to

describe and specify the artifacts and the relationships among them.

Artifacts in this aspect include entities or classes, attributes and their

relationships. It also provides a specific view of the data item types and

record types to be used by an actor. The KB consists of a catalogue of all

data types in the Knowledge Base that is used to document and manage

domain vocabulary. A domain vocabulary gives the data type's names,

definitions and characteristics of each domain artifacts. The adopted web

tier application framewori< design enables RSPL to separate design
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concerns from its presentation and control logic by having three

packages: Servlet, Model and EJB. The different MVC components Le.

Model, View and Controller are shown on the horizontal top row. The

RSPL packages are indicated vertically from top to bottom on the first

column in Table 4 shows how each RSPL package maps to an MVC

component.
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IP800geIMVC I Model View InIefface Controller
II I,

ISem XSL

I
Xalan and Xerces XMLServJet

XSL Transformer

Register and Login

Add/Remove and Update

SearchNiew

RSD (Requirement

Specification Document)

Domain

Product

Fealllre

Service

Actor

EJB RSD EJB RSD Remote and RSD Home

Domain EJB Domain Remote and Home

Product EJB Product Remote and Home

Fealllre EJB Fealllre Remote and Home

Service EJB
Service Remote and Home

ActorEJB Actor Remote and Home

Table 4 RSPL tooi pad<ages
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 RSPL TOOL CASE STUDY

5.1 Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate how the RSPL tool was

implemented by transforming artifacts from analysis and design into an

executable system. The content is a follow up to design and

implementation reported in chapter four. An e-Commerce domain has

been selected to demonstrate the working of the tool.

5.2 Case Study: Generation and Specification of

requirements for the E-Commerce Domain

5.2.1 Rationale for an E-Commerce Domain

E-Commerce is the means of selling goods and services on the Internet

in a digital format. The increasing demand of E-Commerce Customers'

expectations requires software engineers to have tool support that will

help in the provision of timely information and services. Wierling [601

observed that E-commeree development environment involves shorter

release cycles, higher quality releases, and ever-changing end user

demands. To this effect, the tool support becomes a necessity in meeting

customers changing expectations. This case study is presented as an

online web store consisting of two main product categories namely, the
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ordinary online web store and the mobile web store. Each product

category is differentiated into three different instances depending on the

number or level of features. The instances include:

i. Mini Web Store (MWS) features: These are necessary

features that are required for a web store to be functional.

MWS online web store will have two minimal features:

Catalogue Management which includes controlling and

displaying product range; and an Ordering System

responsible for placing and processing customer orders.

H. Standard Web Store (SWS) features: These are average

features that include minimal web store features and

additional features that offer differentiated characteristics.

SWS online web store category will implement Catalogue

Management; eSales Management which involves orders

and billing management. reports generation and analysis.

marketing and advertisement though banners; and

Procurement which includes handling inventory and

integrating transaction between buyers and suppliers either

by event notification such as SMS or email.



iii. Oeluxe Web Store (OWS) features: These are specialized

features that include both mini and standard web store

features. Compulsory features implemented will include

Catalogue Management; eSales Management; Procurement;

Customer Relationship Management, ensuring provision of

customer self services and direct marketing using PDAs for

subscribed customers; and Website Management to handle

content layout, web load testing and functional testing.

This case study looks at the possibility of RSPL generating specific

requirements for the SDLC actors who intend to provide On line Web

Store services for the tourism industry sector.

5.2.2 The Portal Interface

The Domain Browser provides an interactive interface between the actor

and the tool. Figure 17 presents a prototype of an RSPL portal interface.

Links from various tool sources (other web pages) have been

consolidated to provide a single portal entry access to information. To

ensure that the tool is easier to use, actors are provided with a

walkthrough link about the tool and a tutorial that proVides them

necessary assistance with using tool functionalities.
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F;gure 17: RSPL Portal Interface

5.2.3 User Authentication

User authentication is a process of confirming each actor's information

before using the tool. An actor is required to log onto the system and

provide hislher particulars such as level of expertise Gob title/actor role).

usemame and password (UserlD). The system then checks whether the

actor exists within RSPLDatabase. Figure 18 shows the scenario of a

logan session.

Toell.D

Usulf__ ~

U_ID 1=;;;;;;----

Figure 18: RSPL Login Page
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5.2.4 Elicitation and Scoping Interface

Requirements elicitation is carried out by the domain expert who has full

understanding of the domain in terms of the stakeholder needs and

possible environmental changes. Requirement templates for eliciting and

scoping are structured to capture domain features such as domain

name, its description, goal and actors. A domain template snapshot that

elicits elementary domain features is presented in figure 19. While figure

20 elicits and scopes behavioral features, figure 21 elicits quality

features.

omJllef'Ct

~mCmdut E-G' .pplic.D~~')lIllIittlin this: domain

~Adm ~..mti

co.: Adcr Pt1lliCII PlIMder

Figure 19: Domain Template Bicilation
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5.2.5 Specification and Generation Interface

The model that drives this process is domain knowledge derived from

various domain sources such as actor perspectives, domain vocabulary

and knowledge base. Each source is a dynamic content repository

corresponding to a web mini application on a portal server.

The requirements specification process requires that an actor selects

features from predefined domain knowledge. Figure 22 shows an actor

specifying the domain types, which in this case study, is the e-Commerce

domain. The different product instances that characterize the domain are

displayed in figure 23 and the actor makes a choice of deluxe web store

that offers specialized services.

n-aT' c [:ai~ -.. J5 1

~. AboutRSPL Take atutonu. Pant. Ent.

~........dLo<o~Please choose a domain namej--;;;;;;;.::::::.:
:3

I
Figure 22: Domain Template Specification

= m $•

Please choese a product instanceF... -......... ::3

_______"i~~ L
Figure 23: Selection of a product Instance
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Automatic generation of a deluxe Online Web store features are reflected

in figure 24. The actor is then allowed to specify product features as per

product requirements. Any selected feature can have sub features that

also require specification, for example, figure 25 shows sub features of

figure 24 of the selected feature. If no further sub features are found, an

RSD is then automatically generated. In this case, a choice of Layout

Maintenance is selected although further choices can also be made. The

Layout Maintenance feature has no further sub features to be specified.

This allows the automatic generation of abstract semantics in figure 26

and a partial RSD in figure 27.
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Figure 26: A partial metadala representation of the Entity Domain.
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Figure 27: A partial RSa for the Online Ecommerce Application
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5.3 Evaluation of Result

The development of the RSPL tool using a web-tier application

framework and a model--driven architecture made it possible to

implement a tool with the following functionalities or capabilities:

i. Tool support for requirements engineering tasks such as

elicitation, scoping and specification;

ii. Generation of requirements metadata during product

requirements specification phase such that its equivalent

metadata is automatically generated without the actor's

efforts and

iii. Support for mobile client types using J2EE platform



CHAPTER SIX

6.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion

As software development moves from a single product development to a

family of systems, requirements engineers need to rethink new models for

tool support. The tool support is an essential part in software development

as it (i) decreases time to market by automatically generating

requirements or code (ii) decrease errors due to limited human

intervention (iii) increases return on investment by decreasing overhead

costs. The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) benefits seem to provide

solutions to software engineers RE problems. Although the MDA benefits

have featured in application design and implementation phase of system

development, this work extends the MDA benefits to the requirements

phase as a solution to tool support for product line development. This

research work addresses tool support concerns by proposing a

requirements engineering model (RSPL) for product line software

engineering.

The first objective was to construct a model to support automatic

transformation of domain features into actor-specific requirements.

Following the Model Driven Architecture principles, a Requirement



Specification Model for a product line (RSPL) based on three constructs

(i) Domain Knowledge (ii) User Perspective and (iii) Requirement

Generation was formulated.

It has been shown that the Domain Knowledge component is a

centralized repository that does not reference any particular system

implementation or technology, but is responsible for capturing and

documenting the information viewpoint of a target application or a

conceptualization of the application. The study further shows how through

the User Perspective component, actors are able to tailor domain

knowledge to suit requirements for a specific application instance using

two main templates (i) domain template and (ii) product template. The

tailoring of requirements entail transforming the generic domain

knowledge into specific requirements through a portal-type interface.

Requirements are then generated using standardized templates through

the Requirements Generator component. The requirement generation

process is dictated by actor specific requirements, specified using both

domain and product templates. The generated requirements are then

presented to the actor in a requirements specification document.

The Second objective was to provide a reusable implementation of the

model for different client types. This was achieved by adapting a web tier

application framework which provides interactive applications, multi-user

capability (support for different client types) and provision of a host of



design benefits. The implementation is achieved using an e-Commerce

application domain case study which demonstrates how the RSPL tool

was implemented. Moreover, the tool offers guidance and active support

to novice users and those from different background, through tutorial and

proposing various kinds of links automatically.

The RSPL tool is not a full feature tool like Holmes Tool [61] but it serves

the purpose for which it is designed. The underlying model proves that a

model-driven software requirements factory is a future possibility. A true

factory will allow actors to play specialized roles in the production line as

RSPL has demonstrated while delivering an automatically generated

finished product.

The tool does not have a validation capability but this can be plugged into

a production version. It however demonstrates that both requirements

artifacts and design artifacts can be stored side by side in the knowledge

base for collaborative update. Any part of software documentation can

then be generated just as in the case of requirements.

6.2 Future Work

The RSPL model was not designed with specific security, scalability and

performance quality of service in mind. For it to be used in a production

environment, design criteria for the Quality of Services issues must be

evaluated first. The model does not also provide validation capabilities

essential for checking requirements completeness and consistency. A

~8



decision model that flags requirements inconsistency and dependency

constraints based on the approach by Feather in [591 can be adopted

before introducing RSPL to the production environment. These aspects of

the research are deferred to the future.

Another weakness of current RSPL tool implementation is that while MDA

and MVC architectures provided opportunity for reuse, this would have

been enhanced by using portlet technology to structure the portal

implementation. With the advent of portal technology API and SDK, all

future versions of this tool will take advantage of the extra modularity,

orthogonality and maintainability that portlets present.

RSPL has been designed with multimodality in mind, however, the model

should be enriched further in future to enable concrete extensions for

mobile clients either micro-browser or operating environments.
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